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PREFACE TO X. Y, Z 

THIS portion of the Dictionary, which treats of the words beginning with X, Y, and Z, and will thus form the final section 

of the whole work, contains in all 4746 entries. Of that number 1722 are Main words, 2312 are SJbordinate entries of 
obsolete forms, etc., of which 1084 are compounds of the prefixy-, 216 are Special combinations, and 496 are Obvious 
combinations not requiring explanation. Of the Main words I3II are still in current use, 270 are now obsolete, and 141 

'are alien or not completely naturalized. The number of illustrative quotations for the three letters is 12,580, of which 
X supplies 557, Y 9900, and Z 2123. 

The scale of this work compared with that of some other large dictionaries for this portion of the alphabet is exhibited 
by the following figures :-

CasseU'sJohnson • Century , Diet.'EncycloprediC' ' Here.I755· and Suppl. and Suppl. 
X none 396* 460* 286 

'Yords record d Y 96 592 H76 3443 
Z 31 653* 999* 1017{ 

TOTAL 127 1641 47462335 

X none 36 31 202 
'Yards illustrated by quotations Y 82 187 313 2290 

Z 16 138 16, 818{ 
TOTAL 98 361 5'1 3370 

{ 
X none 37 31 

Number of quotations Y 303 287 754 9900 
Z 52 151 231 2123 

TOTAL 355 1016 12,580475 

In the correspouding portion of Richardson's Dictionary the number of quotations is 380. 

* These high figures are due to the inclusion in these encyclopredic lexicons of mauy Latin names belonging to the systematic terminology of 
zoology and botany which do not fall within the scope of this Dictionary. 

Of the three letters dealt with' in this section, X and Z are alike in comprising very little that is not of alien origin, 
whereas Y, except for certain words from Eastern or aboriginal languages , is Germanic. The history of the letters themselves 
is of unusual interest; the necessity of cross-references from one to the other indicating their points of contact is a remarkable 
feature. The name yogh of the Middle English letter 3 finds a place in a dictionary for the first time here. The various 
monosyllabic names of Z, viz. zad, zard, zed, zee, are recorded in their several alphabetical places. 

Words having initial X are with few exceptions derived ultimately from Greek, and are of a technical character X rays. 
and Xylonile are the only two that are generally familiar. The oriental xebec, the town-name Xeres (the original of slurry), 
and the abbreviation Xmas are worthy of note, The vocabulary of Z is larger and more varied. The most important 
Greek derivatives, mostly acquired through the medium of Latin, are zeal wi th its connexions zealous, zealdl, zela/or, and 
zelolic, sephyr, selelie, zeugma, Zeus, zizatV', st�phus, sone, and the groups of words depending on (J)  life, ov anima 
(including zodiac) , vy6v yoke, and up.'YJ ferment. The number .of words traceable to some Semitic language is considerable: 
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ydrawe, yryve (Lydgate), yli)e, yminne, ypass. 

this instance is doubtful.] 

vi PREFACE TO X, Y, Z 

among them are zagaze, Zilmzummzm, zar:(, zarzoa, zarnzch, zecchz'n, zedoary, zenz'th, zero, zibel, ziczac, Zion, ziraleef, zuz • .  
From India corne the following, several being of Persian origin: zamort'n, zayat, zemindar, zenana, zendzR, zerumbet, zillah, 
zumbooruk. The Romance languages have supplied some dozen words; zest and zouave corne directly from F ench, while 
zany and zero have a Franco-Italian origin; in zendalel and zucchetto we have perversion or misuse of Italian words; from 
Spanish corne zabra, zamarra, zambo, zambra, zorro, zumbador. From Modern German we have zeitgeist, Zeppelin, zznc, 
zinke, zither, zizel, zollverein, swanzigeT, together with most of the names of minerals, which are extraordinarily numerous, and 
comprise saratite, zeagonite, eilanite, zeolile, zeunerzle, zircon; etc., zorgzle, zunyile, zuriile, zwieseiite, zygadite. From Slavonic 
languages are zemnz  zzoe/z'ne (through French), zolotnik; from languages of Africa, zebra and Zulu; from Turkish zaptielt, 
from Tibetan zlto, from Mexican zopilote. South African Dutch gives zuur-veldt, and the artificial invention Zarp, which has 
an analogue in the recently coined Anzac_ Articles of etymological interest or curiosity will be found under the headings 
samia, segedz'ne, Zend-Avesta, zenzlc, zesl sb.1 and soea. 

The outstanding characteristic of the letter Y is its wealth of ancient monosyllables; a large number of them are in very 
common use at the present day, such asyard,yarn,yawn,yea,year, yearn,yeasl,yell,yeip, yes, yet adv.,yew,yield,yoke,yolk, 

yore,you andyour,young,youth; others are obsolete, archaic, or dialectal, such asyaz'n, yair,yap,yare,yark,yarm,yate,ye,. 
yean,yed,yez"e, yeke,yeld,yelt,yeme, yeo,yepe, yern,yerr,yet vb., yex, yisse,yore,yote,ytlze,yule,yure. Other important words 
of native origin are yarrow (the plant), yellow, yesterdqy, and the obsolete yever and yomer. Extraordinarily interesting 
examples of survival of Old English words in modern dialect are yarrow adj.,yed, yeo sb.t,yes sb.t,yeender, andyouster. 

Y includes a large class of words of an (ultimately) onomatopceic or echoic character; besides those which have,their 
origin in Common Germanic, and are included in the list given above, there are many others that seem to have taken their 
rise within the borders of English itself; such are yabble,yack,yaff,yajjle,yammer,yamplt,yap,yar(r,yawl,yawp,yaw:JIaw, 

yike,yirr,yo-ho,yoll,yoop,youf,yow,yowf,yowl,yowt; of these several express the barking or yelping of dogs. 
But a great part of Y consists of compounds formed with the prefix Yo, such as the following, not a few of which have 

a history of several centuries continued down to the modern period by archaistic usage: yblent,yblessed,yborn,ybound,yciad, 
)lclept,ycore,ydight, y-end, yfid, yfire, yfiund, yhere,ykid, yknow, ylz"ke, ymong, ypent, ywroken, J!wrouglzt. In addition to these, 
there is a multitude of subordinate entries recording Middle English forms of past participles and other words, and- thus 
illustrating with detailed evidence the facts set out in the article on the prefix. Materials of another kind useful for the study 
of historical English grammar will be found in the numerous entries of dialectal by-forms with initialya-,ye-,yz:',yo-, arising 
from the development of an Old'English la, 10, intoya,yo, or the prothesis of a y-g,ide to an e or i sound; some of these 
forms flre of sufficient importance to receive the status of Main words, e. g. the Scottish yill (= ale) andyzrd ( = earth). 

From alien languages the chief loans areyacht,yawl,yokindale,younker,yujfrouw from Dutch or Low German,yarplta, 
yemsel, Yggdrasil, yolster from Scandinavian, yager, yziidish,yodel from Modern German,yam', yamstchik, yourt,yufi from 
Russian, yaboo, yercum, yoga, yogi, yoni, )lug from various languages of India; yaourt (or yoghurt), yataghan and ye/ek are, 
Turkish,yashmak Arabic,yamun andyulan Chinese,yen Japanese, yak Tibetan, yucca Carib,ylang-:),lang Tagalog; yam 1, 

yapock, yapon, yarak, yari-yari, yarke, yarran, yale sb.,yaws originate mostly in languages of uncivilized peoples, and their 
immediate source is not in every case ascertainable. 

This section involves no very difficult problems of sense-development, but a few articles may be mentioned in which the 
presentation of meaning and usage reveals points of interest; such are ye andyou,yes, yel, YIeld, young lady,young man. 
Problems of etymology are more conspicuous, and it would be possible to draw up a lengthy list of articles in which these 
have been treated with fuller evidence than hitherto; the following are representative :-the prefix y- and the six suffixes -y, 

yankee, yawn,yeender, yete, yellow-hammer, yelve, yeo sb.' ,yeoman,yepsen,yere, yerk,)lesterdaY,Yfire adv., yode,yokel,yokindale, 
yolk sb."',yon,yong sb. and vb.,yule. Students of Spenser will be interested in the conjecture recorded s. v.yond adj." 

The material for X, Y, Z passed through the hands of a voluntary subeditor, the Rev. J. Smallpeice, in 1882-4. The 
first proofs have been read by the Misses Edith and E. P. Thompson, Mr. G. F. Friedrichsen, and the Rev. Canon J. T. 
Fowler, who have contributed useful corrections or supplementarr information. Assistance in the verification of quotations 
at the British Museum has been given, as heretofore, by Mr. W. W. Jenkinson. 

For information on spechtl points grateful acknowledgement is ue to Dr. A. Beets, of Leiden, Professor Florian Cajori, 
of Colorado, Dr. A. E. Cowley, Professor Cesare Foligno, Mr. H. T. Gerrans, Mr. L. G. Carr Laughton, Dr. James Morison,' 
the late Dr. E. C. Quiggin, Mr. K. Sisam, Mr. W. H. Stevenson, the librarians of the India Office and the Advocates' 
Library, Edinburgh, the director of the Victoria and Albert Museum, and the secretary of the British Xylonite Company. 

The editorial assistants who have taken part in the preparation of this section are: Mr. A. T. Maling, M.A., Mr. F. J. 
Sweatman, M.A., and Mr. J. W. Birt. 

c. T. 
May, 1921. 

ADDENDA. 

ONIONS. 

prefix 3 c. compounds falling under this heading began in the fifteenth century; examples are )'bete (Kingis Qnair), Y- The creation of new 

Yode. Earlier example :-c 1030 Rule 0/ St. Benet xxvii. (ed. Logeman) 58 Abiil, se lSe ode. [How this spelling is to be interpreted in 
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